A new era in digital dentistry
Planmeca PlanScan®
Ultra-fast intraoral scanner

- Can be used either standalone or integrated in Planmeca dental units
- Powder-free and quick real-time scanning
- Accurate digital impressions from one-tooth to full-arch scans
- Open STL file format for easy sharing of the scanned work

Planmeca customer magazine

Read more about Planmeca’s complete CAD/CAM workflow and find your local dealer:
www.planmeca.com

Scan. Design. Manufacture.

Read more about Planmeca’s complete CAD/CAM workflow and find your local dealer:
www.planmeca.com
Planmeca has kicked off 2014 with exciting news. Not only has our new CAD/CAM product range been welcomed to the market with great expectations, but we have also started a new and powerful partnership with the premier CAD/CAM company, E4D Technologies.

Computer-aided design and manufacturing is transforming the world of dentistry as we speak, so our significant investment in E4D underlines our desire to be a forerunner in the development of these new digital practices.

Joining forces with E4D has brought a valuable addition to our unique 3D innovations and software solutions – helping us to offer an even more comprehensive product portfolio for dental professionals worldwide.

Choose your ideal digital treatment workflow
All of our devices and software are designed to communicate seamlessly with each other, which brings unforeseen flexibility and efficiency to your daily work. Our constant aim is to make your workflow as smooth as possible and to help you offer your patients better care – through innovation and technology.

3D diagnostics and new digital technologies have revolutionised traditional dentistry and clinical work. No dental practice can afford to fall behind on this technological development. This is why we have designed our CAD/CAM solutions to be as easy-to-use and straightforward as possible. Now, each and every dentist and dental technician can benefit from the flexibility, cost-efficiency and openness that our system provides.

Our open CAD/CAM solutions guarantee a safe investment. Thanks to their open interfaces, you can truly choose what is best for you and leave to your partners the work phases that you desire. Or you can choose the entire solution and enjoy the streamlined process from ultra-fast scanning through intuitive design to accurate milling. This helps you to maximise your patient flow and produce perfect restorations every time.

Join the Planmeca CAD/CAM revolution

Join the Planmeca CAD/CAM revolution

Pioneering 3D data combinations for all clinical needs
Our CAD/CAM system is seamlessly integrated into our Planmeca Romexis® imaging software – the first software in the world combining X-ray imaging and CAD/CAM work. Be amazed by the effortless combinations of different 3D data and all the new possibilities they bring to your various diagnostic needs.

We want you to enjoy this new integrated workflow to the fullest, which is why we have recently started comprehensive CAD/CAM trainings at our new training facilities in Helsinki. We hope to see you there soon – you are warmly welcome to discover our digital solutions first-hand and experience the new, three-dimensional world of dental diagnostics.

Join us now and enter a new era in digital dentistry!
Planmeca ProScanner™
Full-featured imaging plate scanner

Planmeca’s comprehensive intraoral imaging family has been complemented by a compact and intelligent imaging plate scanner. Planmeca ProScanner™ offers a fast scanning process and smart design details to support everyday tasks at the dental clinic. It is a powerful solution for both chairside and shared multi-room use.

- Intelligent RFID imaging plates:
  - All sizes (0, 1, 2, 3 and 4c)
  - Flexible plates for increased patient comfort
- For both chairside use and shared use between multiple treatment rooms
- Excellent image quality
- Fast image acquisition
- The user can count exposures, control the quality and view images in Planmeca Romexis® software by using the serial number of each plate

Planmeca Sovereign® Classic
A radically different dental unit

Planmeca Sovereign® Classic has been designed with ergonomics, comfort, and usability in mind. The workflows of both the dentist and assistant have been carefully considered in the unit’s design in order to offer the best possible ease of use for both of them. The dental unit is light and compact in size, which makes it the perfect choice for any treatment room.

The cuspidor and patient chair can be swivelled left or right manually. The unit has a 6-position instrument console where the user can easily plug in a customisable selection of instruments. The handy and modular Flexy™ holder for suction tubes and additional instruments supports all treatment needs. Planmeca Sovereign Classic offers the most advanced infection control system. The user can choose either periodic cleaning or continuous disinfection. All the necessary elements for infection control routines are perfectly organised into logical compartments and are easily accessible for the dental team.

Planmeca Romexis® 3D Ortho Studio
– now available in two different versions

The Planmeca Romexis® 3.4.R release introduced two different versions of Planmeca Romexis® 3D Ortho Studio – Basic and Advanced.

The Basic version is ideal for storing, smoothing, measuring and visualising digital dental models. The Advanced version enables, in addition to all the basic functionalities, tooth segmentation, virtual treatment planning and creation of a series of digital models between the original setup and treatment goal.

The Planmeca Romexis® 3D Ortho Studio module is designed for the examination and analysis of digital dental models scanned with Planmeca ProMax® 3D X-ray units and for planning orthodontic treatments. The module offers easy-to-use tools for visualising the occlusion and for versatile tooth and arch measurements. It also allows creating a staged 3D treatment plan and visual treatment objective. Digital dental models can be exported in STL format for 3D printing and custom appliance design and manufacturing.
New open CAD/CAM solutions from Planmeca

**Product News**

**Planmeca CAD/CAM™ Chairside – integrated workflow for dentists**

The Planmeca CAD/CAM™ Chairside solution offers dentists a completely integrated and digital workflow with three simple steps – ultra-fast intraoral scanning, sophisticated design and high-precision chairside milling. All this is seamlessly integrated into Planmeca Romexis® software, so all 2D and 3D patient data is accessed through the same user interface. For the first time, one software suite is used for both X-ray imaging and CAD/CAM work.

**Planmeca PlanScan®**
- Digital intraoral scanner
- Real-time, accurate and quick scanning
- Powder-free
- Open STL file format
- Can be used either standalone or integrated in the dental unit

**Planmeca PlanCAD®**
- Open lab software for prosthetic restorations
- Seamlessly integrated into Planmeca Romexis® software

**Planmeca PlanMill® 50**
- 5-axis milling unit for dental laboratories
- For accurate and reliable results

**Planmeca PlanEasyMill™**
- Fast and high-quality milling services for dental laboratories
- Wide material selection, perfectly fitting results, fast deliveries

**Planmeca CAD/CAM™ Lab – integrated workflow for dental laboratories**

The Planmeca CAD/CAM™ Lab solution for dental laboratories includes a fast and maintenance-free desktop lab scanner, a sophisticated design software suite and an accurate 5-axis milling unit. The dental laboratory can also order fast and reliable milling services from Planmeca’s modern PlanEasyMill™ milling centre and benefit from a wide range of materials and fast deliveries.

**Planmeca PlanScan® Lab**
- Fast and accurate desktop scanner for scanning gypsum models

**Planmeca PlanCAD® Easy**
- Fast and easy-to-use software for designing prosthetic works
- Seamlessly integrated into Planmeca Romexis® software

**Planmeca PlanMill® 40**
- Fast and precise 4-axis milling unit for dental clinics
- Designed for glass ceramics and other materials
Planmeca makes CAD/CAM easier than ever

Planmeca’s open-interface-based CAD/CAM solutions introduce, above all, quality, cost-efficiency and precision to the daily workflow at dental clinics or laboratories. Petri Kajander, Product Manager for Planmeca’s CAD/CAM solutions, explains the revolutionary features of these new products.

State-of-the-art solutions for dentists
Planmeca PlanScan* – super-fast intraoral scanner

The new Planmeca PlanScan* is a digital and powder-free intraoral scanner that scans the patient’s dentition quickly and accurately. The scanner produces real-time digital impressions from one-tooth to full-arch scans. Thanks to the open STL data, the scanned files can be sent to any dental laboratory for design work. This is the world’s first dental unit integrated intraoral scanner that can also be connected to a laptop.

“The scanner has only one cable, so it is extremely easy to move from one place to another, for example between different treatment rooms or clinics,” says Product Manager Petri Kajander. “In addition, the scanner is delivered with a laptop, so the device can be flexibly shared between different users. In other words, Planmeca PlanScan offers value for your investment as it is not a device for just one dentist but can be used by the entire clinic.”

The scanner uses the blue-laser technique. It projects a pattern on the surface of the teeth and then analyses it from different directions while calculating distances. In this way, the device is able to calculate a model that is extremely accurate. “You can view the result as a real-time video image. The video recording and the dental surface identification algorithm make the device extremely flexible to use. Thanks to these features, you can pause the scanning at any time and continue later on at any point from where data is already available.”

The scanner includes a range of exchangeable tips in various sizes, the smallest of these facilitating access to the posterior parts, particularly with small children and trauma patients. The tips can be autoclaved for efficient infection control. In addition, the scanner is extremely durable since it has no other moving parts inside except for a fan that removes warm air. “Thus, the device stays calibrated and is not subject to mechanical wear,” explains Kajander.

Planmeca PlanCAD® Easy – efficient design tool for prosthetics

Planmeca also offers dentists a new kind of open software solution for 3D design. Planmeca PlanCAD® Easy is seamlessly integrated into Planmeca Romexis® software, and it is a user-friendly design tool for the design of inlays, onlays, veneers, crowns and bridges.

“The software runs on a floating licence basis. This means that it is not tied to just one computer or workstation, but the work is saved on the Planmeca Romexis server. In this way, the scanning station can be used only for scanning, while another workstation is used for the actual design work. This is a truly unique feature, which allows work to be continued straight away on another computer, while the scanner is freed for more productive operation,” says Kajander.

Every dentist designing his or her own prosthetic works will also face cases that require assistance from a dental laboratory. For this reason, Planmeca’s system utilises an open STL file format that allows the work to be sent immediately to a partner via the Planmeca Romexis® Cloud service.

Since Planmeca PlanCAD Easy is integrated into Planmeca Romexis software, soft tissue scans can also be conveniently paired with the patient’s CBCT image. This combined data provides valuable information for implant planning, for example, because in addition to the soft tissues, it visualises the crown that is designed for the occlusion. This facilitates the planning of the implant screw’s location.

The Planmeca PlanCAD Easy workflow, from preparation to the finished result, includes just five easy stages: work description, scanning, marking of the margin line, automatic design, and sending the work to the mill. “Once the work has been sent to the mill, it is transferred there in its entirety and the milling computer finishes the work. In this way, the software and scanner are immediately freed for a new assignment.”

The software is very user-friendly. All design phases are saved automatically, and if further impressions are needed, previous phases can be returned to flexibly. The design software automatically takes into account the adjacent teeth’s cusps and marginal ridge, in addition to the contact strengths defined by the user. This creates a design that always fits its surroundings.

State-of-the-art solutions for dentists
Planmeca PlanMill® 40 – fast and precise milling unit for dental clinics
Planmeca PlanMill® 40 is an extremely precise four-axis milling unit operating under the control of its own computer. The device is suitable for all the indications of a single tooth, in other words for the milling of crowns, inlays, onlays and veneers. The mill can manage bridges of up to five units to the posterior area and three units to the anterior area.

Since the mill handles the milled pieces completely independently, as many as several dozen pieces can be sent to the mill at a time. In addition, the device tells which
block size, colour and material should be used, so any member of the staff can place the block in the mill. "This saves everyone’s working time. The dentist does not need to add the block himself," says Kajander.

Planmeca PlanMill 40 has a six-tool exchange mechanism, and it changes tools independently according to different job requirements. In addition, the device mills different materials according to their properties. For example, it knows how to gently handle delicate ceramics in work phases that require precision. "If you force the material, it may break prematurely. Even the smallest hairline crack in the material can lead to a cemented piece breaking when pressure is applied on it."

Also, the maintenance of the device is care-free. The mill’s own computer calculates the service life of the tools, monitors wear and reports on them via the user interface. It also calculates the time that milling will take and lets the user know when the tools or water should be replaced. "Similar to a car, a mill requires maintenance at certain intervals and notifies the user of this."

An ideal solution also for laboratories

For dental laboratories, Planmeca offers a comprehensive solution utilising the open STL file format. Planmeca PlanScan® Lab scanner is an accurate desktop scanner that uses blue light for scanning gypsum models and impressions. The device scans gypsum models fast and effortlessly with an accuracy of 15 micrometres.

automatic functions assist in the design work, and as the design progresses, the software shows the contact areas, material thickness and distance to the antagonist or adjacent tooth. A diagnostic wax-up made in the laboratory or anatomic models saved in the software can be utilised in the design work. The software has an Order Manager page that brings efficiency to the workflow by reporting the stage of each work. In this way, several work orders can be entered in the software in one go. The last phase is always saved in the memory so working can be continued freely at the most suitable time. In addition, precise values can be set to each work for the cement gap and milling unit’s blade.

An open STL file is created as a result of the design work, and it can be manufactured with all milling units supporting the open file format, including the Planmeca PlanMill® 50. This milling unit can be used for the milling of all most common materials, excluding metals. In addition, the open file can be sent to a milling centre for manufacturing, such as Planmeca’s own PlanEasyMill™ milling centre.

Designing begins with defining the margin line, after which the path of insertion is selected and the structure designed. Several
Planmeca ProMax™ 3D units offer a unique Planmeca Ultra Low Dose™ imaging protocol that enables CBCT imaging with an even lower patient radiation dose than standard 2D panoramic imaging. This pioneering imaging protocol is based on intelligent 3D algorithms developed by Planmeca and offers a vast amount of detailed anatomical information at a very low patient dose.

New Planmeca Ultra Low Dose™ protocol has changed imaging practices at Tampere University Hospital in Finland.

“We have been using the new Planmeca Ultra Low Dose protocol since last summer, and we have found it to be very useful in many imaging indications. These include postoperative follow-up studies, orthodontic cases requiring localisation of impacted teeth and their effects on the neighbouring ones, detection of facial asymmetries, sinus imaging in certain ENT cases where sinusitis needs to be excluded, pharyngeal airway measurements in sleep apnoea patients, as well as many implant cases.

The new imaging protocol has already changed traditional imaging practices: in many cases, 2D imaging can no longer be justified, since an ultra low dose 3D image simply gives so much additional information at a similar radiation dose. Our patients are often concerned about radiation exposure, but once they hear that the dose is even lower than in traditional panoramic 2D imaging, they are always relieved. Also, referring physicians often specifically ask us to use the Ultra Low Dose protocol. We take around 3,000 CBCT images per year, and the number is constantly growing. We have been using the new protocol for the imaging of both larger and smaller areas. It has proven to be a very beneficial method, improving the quality of patient care and giving a vast amount of detailed anatomical information at a low radiation dose.”

Effective patient dose only 14.7 µSV

Ultra low dose images are ideal for many clinical cases, such as:
- Postoperative and follow-up studies in maxillofacial surgery
- Orthodontics:
  - Localisation of unerupted or impacted teeth
  - Detection of facial asymmetries
  - Defining orthodontic landmarks for cephalometric analysis
- ENT studies:
  - Sinus imaging
  - Measurements of airways
  - Implant planning
Planmeca introduces a new imaging mode that is specially designed for endodontic studies. The new imaging mode is available for all Planmeca ProMax® 3D family units and provides perfect visualisation of even the finest anatomical details. The new imaging mode is ideal for endodontics and other cases with small anatomical details, such as imaging of the ear. The program produces extremely high-resolution images with a very small voxel size (only 75 µm).

Thanks to the intelligent Planmeca AINO™ noise removal and Planmeca ARA™ artefact removal algorithms, noise-free and crystal-clear images are produced.

Planmeca ARA™ removes artefacts efficiently
Metal restorations and root fillings in the patient’s mouth can cause shadows and streaks in CBCT images. The intelligent Planmeca ARA Artefact Removal Algorithm removes these artefacts efficiently from Planmeca ProMax 3D images.

Planmeca AINO™ removes noise from CBCT images
A particularly low radiation dose or small voxel size can cause noise in 3D X-ray images. The new Planmeca AINO Adaptive Image Noise Optimiser is an intelligent noise filter that reduces noise in CBCT images without losing valuable details. The filter improves image quality in the endodontic imaging mode, where noise is inherent due to the extremely small voxel size. It is also especially useful when using the Planmeca Ultra Low Dose™ protocol, where noise is induced by the particularly low dose. Planmeca AINO also allows reducing exposure values and consequently the radiation dose in all other imaging modes.

New endodontic imaging mode from Planmeca – detailed images without noise or artefacts

Planmeca ProMax® 3D Endodontic imaging mode – a new era in precision

Perfect visualisation of the finest details
• Extremely high resolution with 75 µm voxel size
• Noise-free images with intelligent Planmeca AINO™ filter
• Artefact-free images with efficient Planmeca ARA™ algorithm

Other unique features in Planmeca ProMax® 3D family units:

- Ultra low dose imaging
- CBCT imaging with an even lower patient dose than panoramic imaging:
  - Adult female: 104 kVp 200 x 170 mm
  - Effective dose: 0.13 mSv
- Planmeca ProMax 3D unit

- Create your virtual patient
  - A world first:
  - One imaging unit, three types of 3D data.
  - All in one software.
  - CBCT + 3D model scan + 3D face photo

Find more info and your local dealer: www.planmeca.com
This year, Planmed’s mammography product family will grow with a new important member, as the Planmed Clarity™ 3D digital breast tomosynthesis unit hits the markets. Digital breast tomosynthesis is an even bigger breakthrough in breast imaging than the transition from film to digital imaging has been. The idea of breast tomosynthesis is that multiple low dose projection images of the target are acquired over a limited angle arc. Reconstruction algorithms use these projection images to produce a three-dimensional image of the target.

Among the biggest challenges in conventional 2D mammography imaging are the overlapping tissue structures. This may lead to unwanted situations where obscure findings result in missed lesions, or overlapping tissue structures simulate a presence of a lesion that does not actually exist. Now the 3D image acquired with the tomosynthesis method allows the object to be scrolled through slice by slice. This way, the superimposed tissue structures can be resolved, increasing the specificity and sensitivity of the breast examination.

Superb usability and eye-catching design
Planmed Clarity provides the best possible image quality and innovative new features that improve usability. “The starting point for the design was to create a strong visual appearance” says Planmed’s Industrial & UI Design Manager Tapio Laukkanen.

The striking design differs from traditional mammography devices. From the patient’s point of view, the unit is easily approachable. This helps to relieve patient anxiety. An efficient design detail is the tube head with flowing soft shapes to create an appealing look. Also the new shape of the chin guard guarantees an ergonomic position during the imaging sequence. The new device is available in multiple colours, just like the Planmed Verity™ system.

Excellent usability is guaranteed by the touch screen that adapts to different imaging modes. It highlights the most important information making the system quick and easy to use. The importance of good usability becomes evident especially at clinics where staff changes are frequent.

Outstanding image quality
With Planmed’s new method, the imaging geometry can be solved precisely. This, combined with the unique and innovative Continuous, Sync-and-Shoot imaging sequence, provides truly accurate reconstruction. The Continuous, Sync-and-Shoot method combines the best features from both continuous and step-and-shoot approaches, as it enables artefact-free images with sharp microcalcification visibility. All this translates directly to improved diagnosis.

Sobe prepared – later this year the mammography scene will see ground breaking usability and outstanding image quality!
Seppo Villanen has his practice at Meilahti medical centre in the Helsinki metropolitan area. The patients he has referred for a CBCT (cone beam computed tomography) examination have mostly been patients suffering from pain in the upper neck. “During a routine MRI scan of the neck, the upper neck is usually left outside the image, since the scan acquires transverse slices from the C3 vertebra downwards. What’s more, a regular X-ray examination of the neck is routinely performed in a manner that also leaves the upper neck outside the image. CBCT imaging, on the other hand, covers the entire upper neck, from the base of the skull to the C4 vertebra, which is precisely the area that is often missing from routine studies.”

Villanen’s neck patients are referred to Oral and Maxillofacial Radiology Centre Pantomo Oy for imaging with Planmeca ProMax® 3D, and the images are interpreted by Radiologist Raija Mikkonen at Terveystalo medical centre. “We have cooperated with Raaja for years,” says Villanen.

In most cases, CBCT imaging is done to support MRI imaging, since the methods complement each other. In some cases, however, a CBCT scan is all that is needed. “It does not provide an insight into soft tissues, but if the image is sufficient to provide an answer to the current question, other methods are not needed.”

Conversely, bony structures do not show up well in MRI images, and small bones can be easily confused with scar tissue. “In a CBCT image, even small changes in the bone are plainly visible”, describes Mikkonen.

Thin slices, low radiation doses and a natural head position
One of the many benefits of CBCT imaging is the low radiation dose compared to a traditional CT scan. Moreover, the method produces very thin slices, down to 0.16 mm. In hospitals, trauma CT scans are usually performed with a slice thickness of 2 mm, and MRI scans are sometimes performed with a slice thickness of up to 5 mm.

“The thinner the slice, the more reliable it is when you are studying small things”, says Villanen. “Thin slices have better resolution and afford better measurements. A 2 mm slice does reveal large fractures, but small avulsion fractures might remain undetected.”

Furthermore, a CBCT scan can be post-processed to include all required slice thicknesses. “They can also be acquired in a high resolution CT scan, but that would produce an even higher radiation dose”, describes Mikkonen.

Also, the patient position is better in a CBCT scan than in a CT scan. A CT scan is acquired with the patient lying down, whereas in a CBCT scan, the patient is sitting up, allowing a more natural head position. “In a lying position, the load of the head is not completely natural. All in all, radiologists should make more use of functional imaging, so that patients could be imaged in their normal working positions, for example.”

Fast imaging increases patient comfort
From the patient’s perspective, a CBCT scan is quite pleasant – in addition to the low radiation dose, the procedure is quick. A regular MRI scan takes about 20 to 30 minutes, and a functional MRI scan up to two hours, but a CBCT scan is complete in less than a minute.

“Many patients have been surprised at the brevity of the scan,” says Mika Mattila, Specialist in oral and maxillofacial radiology, who is in charge of imaging the neck patients referred to Pantomo Oy by Villanen. “Planmeca’s device has a handy cervical spine program that sets the device automatically to the right position. The only difference in patient positioning, compared to dental patients, is that the head of neck patients must be turned with extreme caution.”

The open patient positioning also pleases patients with claustrophobia. “Some patients may be very relieved by not having to go into a tube for a scan.”

CBCT images of trauma patients
Some of Villanen’s CBCT patients have sustained a neck or head injury in an accident: a car accident, horse riding accident, a fall, or by a heavy object falling on their head at a construction site. The patients range from 17 to 80 years of age, and the majority of them are women.

“Research shows that, all other things being equal, women are more prone to injuries in a car crash than men. The head position is crucial in a crash, and women often make the mistake of first turning their head to see if the children in the back seat are okay. You should not look back, but protect yourself,” says Villanen.
Villanen and Mikkonen state that the upper neck is a relatively new area of interest in imaging and medicine: “The upper neck has been somewhat of a no-man’s land, even though it is one of the most mobile joint systems in the body. A neuroradiologist examines the brain, while a radiologist usually examines the area below the C3 vertebra. Treatment of a neck injury patient is a challenging multidisciplinary effort that requires a clinician, a physiotherapist and a radiologist. If a brain or spinal injury is also suspected, the team needs a neurologist and a neurosurgeon as well.”

A CBCT scan is an economical imaging method for many insurance companies who have agreed to cover the costs, describes Villanen.

A new standard of resolution
CBCT images are also useful in examining osteoporosis and degenerative changes, since thin slices provide an accurate insight into bone structure. “Compared to the resolution of CT images, CBCT images are on a whole new level,” states Villanen.

The Planmeca Romexis® software suite is an effective working tool for the radiologists. “The software is fast, visual and easy to use, and various measurements and scrollings work well. It is also a very useful tool in the training of physicians and physiotherapists.”

Pantomo too is very happy about this cooperation that has been going on for a few years now. “What started as a pilot experiment now provides genuine benefits. It is great to discover new applications for this imaging method, since we can now obtain additional information and examine the cause of a patient’s problems,” says Mattila.

Comparison table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>CT Scan</th>
<th>MRI Scan</th>
<th>CBCT Scan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Imaging position</td>
<td>Lying down</td>
<td>Lying down</td>
<td>Sitting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed</td>
<td>Relatively slow</td>
<td>Slow</td>
<td>Quick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiation</td>
<td>Small dose</td>
<td>No radiation</td>
<td>Small-dose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area of image</td>
<td>Configurable</td>
<td>Configurable</td>
<td>Small (C0–C4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functional examinations</td>
<td>Possible</td>
<td>Possible</td>
<td>Possible, not yet tested</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slice thickness</td>
<td>10 mm</td>
<td>3 mm</td>
<td>0.16 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artifacts</td>
<td>Teeth, metal</td>
<td>Metal, movement</td>
<td>Fast scanning, slight distortion of the image quality</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Patient case

A 58-year-old woman, generally healthy. During the past two years, her neck has become so sore and stiff that she can no longer turn her head. Dizziness, sore and stiff that she can no longer turn her head. Dizziness, sore and stiff that she can no longer turn her head. Dizziness, sore and stiff that she can no longer turn her head. Dizziness, sore and stiff that she can no longer turn her head.

Patient case

A CBCT scan is an economical imaging method for many insurance companies who have agreed to cover the costs, describes Villanen.

A new standard of resolution
CBCT images are also useful in examining osteoporosis and degenerative changes, since thin slices provide an accurate insight into bone structure. “Compared to the resolution of CT images, CBCT images are on a whole new level,” states Villanen.

The Planmeca Romexis® software suite is an effective working tool for the radiologists. “The software is fast, visual and easy to use, and various measurements and scrollings work well. It is also a very useful tool in the training of physicians and physiotherapists.”

Pantomo too is very happy about this cooperation that has been going on for a few years now. “What started as a pilot experiment now provides genuine benefits. It is great to discover new applications for this imaging method, since we can now obtain additional information and examine the cause of a patient’s problems,” says Mattila.

Savina Clinic, originally established in Gzira, Malta in 1985, specialises in implantology, periodontics and dental prosthetics. Dr Joseph Xuereb, dental and implant surgeon and owner of the clinic wanted to open new premises offering prompt, high-quality and affordable dentistry for both local and international customers.

He was looking for dental units that would fit well with the clinic’s competent reputation. Dr Xuereb travelled to Helsinki, Finland, to try out Planmeca’s dental units – and was very impressed with their ergonomics, design and wheelchair-friendliness. "The units are really comfortable and not at all bulky. They are suitable with our interior design concept and they give a very professional image. Beautiful units!" Xuereb comments.

Suratek Ltd with director Kevin Galea delivered four ‘Planmeca Compact™’ dental units to Savina Clinic, which opened in October 2013 in Sky Park Business Centre at Malta Airport. The clinic consists of four treatment rooms, but it is already expanding: two more rooms are prepared for Planmeca’s dental units to arrive. A separate entrance and waiting room are offered for VIP clients, and there are also facilities for disabled persons. The facilities include Planmeca’s dental units, which are fully adaptable to all wheelchairs. The clinic’s central location makes it easily accessible from all parts of the island, and the proximity to the airport also attracts international customers.

In the clinic’s opening ceremony, Joseph Muscat, the Prime Minister of Malta, concluded that the new clinic raises the standard for Maltese dental care. According to him, the clinic also works as a great example in promoting Malta in the field of medical and dental tourism.

According to Klaus Huhtala, Planmeca Area Export Manager for Malta, the deal is a wonderful example of how a fruitful cooperation with a reliable distributor can be successful and gather a lot of attention, even in the smaller markets. “Together with Suratek’s helpful and efficient staff, we have taken excellent care of customer needs – by offering both innovative high-quality equipment and top-of-the-line technical service”, he says.
Triangle Furniture Systems receives the second biggest order in the company’s history

Triangle Furniture Systems is a forerunner in dental practice cabinetry and sterilisation centres. The company was founded in 1979 and is based in Montreal, Canada. As of 2005, Triangle has been operating as a subsidiary of Planmeca Oy. The company employs 22 people.

Triangle furniture systems was founded in 1979 and is based in Montreal, Canada. As of 2005, Triangle has been operating as a subsidiary of Planmeca Oy. The company employs 22 people.

In 2012, Planmeca signed a record-breaking contract to deliver three fully digital teaching environments to Saudi Arabian dental institutions. The delivery agreement included more than 1,000 dental units in addition to simulation units, 2D and 3D X-ray systems and an innovative software platform.

In 2013, yet another significant contract was signed, as Planmeca’s subsidiary Triangle Furniture Systems Inc. received an order from the Saudi Arabian King Saud bin Abdulaziz University to furnish altogether 234 rooms located in their brand new teaching environment.

“Those rooms include 152 treatment rooms in an open clinical area, 32 postgraduate rooms, 6 screening rooms, 6 X-ray and viewing rooms, 12 specialist rooms, 18 treatment rooms located in the expansion of the existing facility, as well as 8 rooms in the KASCH Hospital, a hospital on the university campus”, explains Ms Annie Roy, Global Dental School Representative at Triangle Furniture Systems.

Even though the deal was closed only recently, Triangle has been involved in the new teaching environment’s layout planning since 2009. “I visited Saudi Arabia for the first time in February 2010 with Planmeca University team. The project began even before that, but there was an issue with the first layout, as it didn’t provide enough rooms to fit all the desired dental units,” says Roy. “So we had to redesign the layout completely, which also meant that the project’s architect had to redo all the planning. At the same time as Planmeca proposed a new layout for the university, Triangle proposed cabinets to support it. Changing the layout caused delays in the final completion of the project, but the customers pretended taking the necessary time to build the state-of-the-art teaching environment they were wishing for. ”

Triangle proposed two different cabinetry options for the same layout, one with side cabinets and another one with a rear cabinet. “The university decided to go with the rear cabinet version with some support side cabinets in order to get a more intimate feeling, especially for the open clinical area.” The treatment rooms are located on two separate floors – a male floor and a female floor, both of which comprise 76-open treatment rooms identical in design.

Roy specifies that the clinical layout must be planned with the complete treatment workflow in mind. The organisation of supplies, the instruments management system, the waste organisation and the sterilisation process are all equally important factors. “You need to visualise how things are going from the beginning of the day to the beginning of each procedure, during the procedure, and even after the patient has left – when the student or teacher is still in the room. Everything has to be thought of and the exact movements analysed in order to find a truly efficient solution. Also, different users have specific needs and the environment has to fit all of them.”

All of the cabinets will be preassembled in Canada by Triangle and shipped by sea to Saudi Arabia, where Planmeca’s Saudi Arabian distributor CARE will take care of the installation. The installation will be completed in summer 2014 and teaching in the new facilities will begin next fall.

Planmeca’s Canadian subsidiary, Triangle Furniture Systems, Inc., has received the second biggest order in its 35-year history. The company manufactures operatory cabinetry and sterilisation centres and will now be delivering cabinet systems to a total of 234 rooms at the state-of-the-art dental teaching facility at King Saud bin Abdulaziz University in Saudi Arabia.

Introducing

Ms Annie Roy
Global Dental School Representative/ Project Manager for Dental Schools, Triangle Furniture Systems, Inc.

“I have been working for Triangle since 1999. I started my career in the company in customer service and internal sales, but then transferred to R&D because my background is in industrial design. After having worked as a project manager for the R&D department and then as R&D Director, I began my current job as Project Manager for dental schools worldwide.”
Taking CAD/CAM to the next level

Planmeca makes strategic investment in E4D Technologies

Planmeca announced recently that it has made a non-controlling, strategic investment in E4D Technologies, LLC, developer of the E4D CAD/CAM Restorative System.

This strategic investment reinforces Planmeca’s on-going commitment to help dental providers improve patient care by offering a comprehensive portfolio of integrated digital dental solutions for dentists and dental laboratories.

Planmeca will co-develop CAD/CAM products with E4D Technologies and offer these products in North America under the brand names Planmeca PlanScan® and Planmeca PlanMill® brands. In certain other markets, the E4D brand will remain in use.

“Planmeca’s investment in E4D Technologies offers us an opportunity to grow our company globally,” said Dr. Gary Severance, Chief Marketing Officer for E4D Technologies. “In addition, Planmeca has been a market leader in extra-oral digital imaging for many years, and we look forward to furthering the seamless integration of our CAD/CAM platform with the additional digital solutions offered by Planmeca. Our customers will benefit from the combination of these unique and innovative products and services.”

Under the new agreement, Planmeca joins the partnership of Henry Schein and Ivoclar Vivadent, who have been strategic equity partners in E4D Technologies since 2007, along with certain members of E4D Technologies’ senior management team.

Distribution of the E4D system to more than 120 additional international markets under the Planmeca PlanScan and Planmeca PlanMill brands. In certain other markets, the E4D brand will remain in use.

“Planmeca’s investment in E4D Technologies offers us an opportunity to grow our company globally,” said Dr. Gary Severance, Chief Marketing Officer for E4D Technologies. “In addition, Planmeca has been a market leader in extra-oral digital imaging for many years, and we look forward to furthering the seamless integration of our CAD/CAM platform with the additional digital solutions offered by Planmeca. Our customers will benefit from the combination of these unique and innovative products and services.”

Under the new agreement, Planmeca joins the partnership of Henry Schein and Ivoclar Vivadent, who have been strategic equity partners in E4D Technologies since 2007, along with certain members of E4D Technologies’ senior management team.

What advantages will this investment offer dental customers worldwide?

The new partnership with E4D Technologies will enable us to offer our customers the most modern CAD/CAM innovations. Our product distribution in over 120 countries combined with the cutting-edge E4D innovations will increase global product availability and take computer-aided dentistry to the next level. Our customers will also benefit from the innovative combination and seamless integration of Planmeca and E4D’s products and services.

How will this improve the daily workflow at clinics?

One great advantage is the integration of X-ray imaging and CAD/CAM into a single- software platform. Planmeca Romexis®. For the first time, customers will have the option of one software interface for both X-ray imaging and CAD/CAM work. All patient data is also saved in the same database, and it can be shared immediately and easily through the clinic’s network or with the Planmeca Romexis® Cloud service. Furthermore, the restorations designed in the CAD module can easily be combined with the patient’s 3D X-ray images for implant planning purposes, for example. For the patients, this means convenient same-day dentistry.

Can you also tell us about the brand new intraoral scanner that you launched recently?

Our new Planmeca PlanScan® intra-oral scanner is an ultra-fast, powder-free and open solution for 3D digital impressions. Its advanced blue laser technology accurately captures hard and soft tissue of various transparencies, dental restorations, models and impressions. It is the world’s first dental unit-integrated intraoral scanner and can be used through a laptop as a standalone version. Together with our Planmeca Romexis software, the system supports an ideal digital treatment workflow.

How will both Planmeca and E4D benefit from this investment?

On the one hand, this investment strengthens Planmeca’s position in the fast-growing CAD/CAM business and Planmeca benefits from E4D’s cutting edge solutions and long-term CAD/CAM expertise. On the other hand, Planmeca’s extensive distribution network enables E4D Technologies to grow globally and our leading dental imaging solutions will be a valuable addition to the E4D CAD/CAM platform.

Has this venture created any new needs for your company?

Definitely, as we need to provide extensive CAD/CAM training for our distribution and customer network in over 120 countries. Therefore, we have recently invested in new training, warehouse and production facilities alongside our Helsinki headquarters. These new 10,000 sq. m. facilities will help us address the growing need for training and education in this new field of dentistry.

We are thrilled to be able to take CAD/CAM to the next level. Our innovations will change the concept of same-day dentistry completely and facilitate the workflow of dental professionals worldwide.

If you have any questions or comments about this investment, please contact us.

Interview with Dental Tribune

by Daniel Zimmermann, DTI

Tuomas Lokki, Vice President at Planmeca Group and acting CEO for E4D Technologies, shed light on the new venture in an exclusive interview by the leading global dental newspaper, Dental Tribune International.

Mr Lokki, why did Planmeca choose to invest in E4D Technologies?

We believe in the tremendous possibilities and future growth of CAD/CAM dentistry. As dentistry will be completely digital in the future, we believe it is vital to invest in the development of new and efficient practices. E4D is a long-term leader in advancing modern CAD/CAM dentistry, so we knew that joining forces with this high-tech medical device company would be a valuable addition to our own leading expertise in 3D imaging and software solutions. Their special expertise and innovative ideas provide a great foundation for future projects that will combine the know-how of both companies.
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Mr Tuomas Lokki, M.Sc. (Tech.)
Vice President, Planmeca Group
Acting CEO, E4D Technologies

“The world of CAD/CAM is still in its infancy and is constantly evolving.”

Over twenty years with Planmeca

“I have been working for Planmeca since 1990. During my studies at Helsinki University of Technology, I participated in several training sessions at Planmeca. I wrote my Master’s thesis for the company, and then began working there as a permanent R&D Engineer in 1993. A year later, I was appointed as After Sales Manager, and again another year later, as Director of Production and Purchasing. This was followed by the positions of Planmeca Group’s Vice President for Marketing and Sales in 1998 and Vice President for Dental Units division in 2004. As of 2013, I have also taken on the role of Managing Director for E4D Technologies. At the moment, I spend one week each month in Texas at the E4D headquarters. As Managing Director, my responsibilities range from managing daily operations to production planning and developing the purchasing functions. E4D currently employs 190 people and is looking forward to strong growth. The company expects to double its turnover by the end of 2014.

Innovative synergy

The cooperation between Planmeca and E4D has started off great. Both companies have very strong product development and innovation cultures, so by combining our know-how, we can continue to create completely new product concepts now and in the future. We are already working on several new exciting projects that will complete our product portfolio in the years to come.

The changing world of dentistry

The world of CAD/CAM is still in its infancy and is constantly evolving. The possibilities are limitless, and we do not even know yet all the possible applications that the combination of digital impressions with different 3D data can provide. In a way, we are now in a similar transition period to where we were ten years ago with CBCT imaging – we have a great new technology that will be utilised in the future in ways that we don’t even know yet. So these are very exciting times for dentistry!

Digital dental solutions bring completely new possibilities for professionals to network and share data. Planmeca brings all different CAD/CAM modalities into one software platform. The advanced Planmeca Romexis® software enables unique 3D data combinations that, together with our new ultra low dose 3D imaging protocol, offers a very efficient diagnostic tool for clinicians.

Openness brings flexibility

Planmeca’s CAD/CAM solutions guarantee a safe investment. We offer a complete and highly competitive product portfolio for all clinical needs, where all parts are designed to work seamlessly together. Our devices and software are based on open interfaces, which means that customers do not need to purchase the whole solution at once, but can complete it later on if they wish. This way the can truly get the ideal solution that they need.

We believe it is vital to offer every one of our customers comprehensive user training, so that they can get the full benefit from their devices. Therefore, we have recently started CAD/CAM trainings in our new training facilities in Helsinki, where we will continue to provide training courses for our European, Asian, South American, African and Australian end-users, distributors and technicians.”

NDD celebrated its new premises in Oslo

Norsk Dental Depot, Planmeca’s Norwegian distributor and a part of Plandent Division moved to new premises in Oslo in December.

NDD’s new home was celebrated in an event in February with 200 customers and partners. The moving also marked the 110th anniversary of the company. The new premises include a large dental showroom, a technical workshop and a spare part storage.

“The new premises with a modern showroom provide the right kind of environment for Planmeca’s innovative dental solutions. We are now located in a building that has already won international awards for its architecture and environmental thinking. This fits well for a company that is eager to look forward,” says Mr Ragnar Pettersson, CEO of Norsk Dental Depot.

“We’re excited to receive customers here and to demonstrate them the smart workflow and technology of a modern dental clinic.”

NDD, employing over 100 people today, became a part of Planmeca Group in 1995.

Plandent Division expands into Poland

The growing full-service dental supply chain keeps conquering new markets.

The second largest distributor of dental supplies in Europe, Plandent Division, has recently expanded its business into the Polish market. Plandent has acquired a 51% stake in the share capital of Kol-Dental, a market-leading Polish dental supply company owned by Mr Maciek Nurzyński and Mr Jacek Pilko, who will continue in their management roles. Kol-Dental is a long-term distributor of Planmeca’s dental equipment in the Polish market.

Through Kol-Dental, Plandent will introduce to the Polish market its world-leading brands in the field of dental supplies, in addition to Planmeca’s extensive selection of high-tech dental equipment. These will be complemented with attractive and sophisticated new service concepts, such as material management, online ordering, and maintenance and support services.

“We have been thrilled with the performance and long-term success of Kol-Dental as Planmeca’s distributor. This new agreement will strengthen Kol-Dental’s position as the market leader in Poland and bring Plandent’s modern service concept within reach of Polish dental professionals.”

“We are now located in a building that has already won international awards for its architecture and environmental thinking. This fits well for a company that is eager to look forward,” says Mr Ragnar Pettersson, CEO of Norsk Dental Depot.

“In 2013, the fast-growing Plandent Division acquired new distribution companies also in Belgium and Russia. In addition, the division has leading local companies in all the Nordic and Baltic countries as well as in the Netherlands, the UK, Germany, and Austria. The Plandent Division is part of the Finnish Planmeca Group that operates in the field of health care technology in over 120 countries. The group employs around 2,650 people worldwide and is looking to attain a turnover of EUR 800 million this year.”
The Department of Dentistry at Aarhus University in Denmark renewed all of its simulation and treatment facilities. It is now an ultramodern institution with Planmeca’s high-technology solutions, which will answer the needs of dental education for a long time to come.

According to Ellen Frandsen Lau, Head of the Department of Dentistry, a great emphasis in the department’s renovation was placed on the interiors and colours of the different rooms. “We thought a lot about how we wanted to rebuild the space. Walking around our school, one can immediately see that the different clinics have different interiors. This is a conscious choice, as they have different needs and purposes. For example, there’s an open structure in the student clinics that are meant for learning the everyday work of a dentist. An open area creates good conditions for practical training and instruction.”

It is clear to see what Frandsen refers to. The waiting rooms are lively with fresh, green colours, whereas the clinical rooms have more neutral colours to calm down the patients who are nervous about the treatment. In contrast, the chair upholsteries in the Planmeca dental units at the children’s clinic are glowing in various bright colours and the walls are covered with happy pictures to put a smile on the little patients’ faces. This gives a good start for the child’s treatment process with the dentist.

Future-proof technology

However, it’s not only on the outside that the Aarhus Department of Dentistry is modern. Along with the complete renovation, all the equipment in the school was replaced with the newest technology. “It was planned so that we not only have state-of-the-art technology today, but that we also have clinics that are set for future development. That is absolutely crucial,” says Frandsen. “It is so rarely that we can make this kind of renovations, it makes no sense to create the best for just today’s needs. We have to also build for tomorrow. I think we have achieved it here, which I’m really happy for.”

Well-defined expectations

The project group that the Department of Dentistry had appointed for the proposal process was extremely thorough in its research. Therefore, a well-defined wish list for the new equipment was created and delivered to the tenderers, giving them a chance to develop the desired solutions.

Planmeca then developed a centralised, automatic waterline and suction tube cleaning system, which was implemented into the whole school. Thanks to the new system, there’s no longer the need for manual cleaning of the about 200 units. According to technician Finn Kammersgaard and Manager of Working Environment Erling Østergaard, the centralised system has saved the school a great number of working hours. “We have calculated that it’s really expensive to have employees doing the flushing of the 200 units every night. If one handling takes a minute, that’s all in all 200 minutes, and if it takes two minutes, it means already 400 minutes. So 5 to 10 minutes of handling, including some maintenance work, requires several people.”

Another wish that the Department of Dentistry had fulfilled is that fitting in the simulation environment that has completely identical equipment with the treatment rooms. “Already early on we had decided that we wanted a simulation room with equipment functioning in the same way as in the clinic. It wouldn’t make sense that the students learn to use some equipment during the simulation phase and then end up with other equipment at the treatment clinic,” Østergaard says.

Technology supports teaching

The simulation clinic, with its 20 integrated working stations, has become an extremely popular teaching place. According to Flemming Kemner, Senior Clinical Instructor in Dentistry, the simulation clinic is often fully booked for the whole day, as several of the schools sections have noticed its benefits. The simulation clinic now houses different areas of teaching, ranging from general dental diseases to periodontal diseases and surgery.

Without a doubt, the success of the simulation clinic derives from the underlying technology. The screen in all the simulation units is integrated, so that the same view can be shown in all the stations. Everybody can follow the treatment performed by the teacher, as there’s an external video camera connected to the teacher’s unit. An intraoral camera or an external computer can also be connected. Kemner tells how the equipment gives various possibilities for using live recordings and video sequences in teaching, bringing it to a whole new level technologically. “This setup even enables individual teaching. There are teaching programs on the computers that allow the students to choose exactly the program that fits their current situation and progress stage. All you need is a pair of headphones!”

Also Frandsen Lau is excited about the simulation clinic. According to her, it creates a good environment for the necessary clinical preparations for the procedures that will thereafter be carried out with real patients.

Interest from abroad

It’s not only the employees and students of the Department of Dentistry who are excited about the modern facilities. According to Frandsen Lau and Østergaard, the school often receives visitors from foreign universities, looking for inspiration. They, too, are interested in building future-proof teaching environments that will support dental education in the best possible way.
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Explore the whole product range
Planmeca Showroom application for iPad and Android tablets

The free Showroom application lets you explore online or offline Planmeca’s dental units, imaging devices, CAD/CAM solutions and software through your iPad or Android tablet.

Explore our showroom at the Helsinki headquarters by taking a virtual tour. Enter different product categories to find detailed information and to view clinical images, demo videos and animations. Share brochures by email. ROI calculators are also available.
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PlanEasyMill™ is now the Authorized Milling Partner of Ivoclar Vivadent

Plandent’s PlanEasyMill™ milling service has received Ivoclar Vivadent Milling Partner authorisation. A milling centre can be selected as an Authorized Milling Partner if its operating processes have been approved by Ivoclar Vivadent.

To be approved as a partner, Plandent underwent Ivoclar Vivadent’s extremely rigorous tests. PlanEasyMill milled a specific number of measurable, challenging test pieces from e.max glass ceramics. These pieces were sent to Ivoclar Vivadent’s main office in Liechtenstein for inspection and analysis. The analysis examined how the pieces had been milled and measured the marginal edge precision and strength of stress resistance (megapascal). The test results clearly exceeded the required limit values.

Globally, 23 milling centres have been granted the Ivoclar Vivadent authorisation. In Finland, Plandent is the only company that has received the certificate. For customers, the authorisation guarantees the following:

- High-precision restorations with an excellent surface quality
- High quality standards: materials and restorations are scientifically tested
- Coordinated products and systems to finalise the restorations
- Individual titanium abutments that are compatible with Astra, Xive, 3i Certain and Nobel Active and Replace implants. Also, a warranty for the original implant if the PlanEasyMill abutment causes damage to it.
- The latest technology in 3D printing: PlanEasyMill now offers printed dental casts faster than before with its own 3D printer.

New products in the PlanEasyMill™ service

- Bars and implant-supported bridges from titanium.
- Multi-coloured translucent zirconia for frame material or for anatomic crowns and bridges. Colours according to VITA Classical shades.
- VITA Enamic hybrid ceramics. The world’s first hybrid ceramics with a structure that achieves excellent antagonist-friendliness. Thanks to the material’s elasticity, it is also ideal for implant structures.
- Individual titanium abutments that are compatible with Astra, Xive, 3i Certain and Nobel Active and Replace implants. Also, a warranty for the original implant if the PlanEasyMill abutment causes damage to it.
- The latest technology in 3D printing: PlanEasyMill now offers printed dental casts faster than before with its own 3D printer.

PlanEasyMill Guarantee

A five-year guarantee for milled work and also a warranty for the original implant if the PlanEasyMill abutment damages it.
Hospital IESS Milagro in Ecuador chose Planmeca ProMax® 3D Mid as their first 3D dental imaging system.

Hospital IESS Milagro, located in Milagro in the province of Guayas, Ecuador, belongs to Ecuador’s national healthcare system IESS (Instituto Ecuatoriano de Seguridad Social). The hospital’s main specialties include dental care, radiology, laboratory services, clinical care, intensive care, surgery, traumatology, gynaecology, dermatology, general medicine, physical medicine and rehabilitation.

The hospital recently purchased a Planmeca ProMax® 3D Mid imaging unit for their division of dentistry. The unit ended up not only being the hospital’s first 3D dental imaging system, but also the first one in the whole town of Milagro.

“Previously, we outsourced our panoramic dental imaging to local external providers. For the first time, our patients are offered CBCT imaging in their hometown. Naturally this brings a lot of cost-savings to both parties,” says one hospital staffer.

“We were looking for a premium-level 2D and 3D imaging system, and thanks to Biotecnolaser, we got introduced to Planmeca’s multipurpose X-ray unit.”

Biotecnolaser is Planmeca’s Ecuadorian distributor. It specialises in innovative and exclusive hi-tech medical equipment and provides strong technical support to customers. Biotecnolaser is also a national sales leader in medical laser systems, both in the private and public sector.
Macedonian imaging center chose Planmeca

Dr. Afrim Islami from the dental imaging centre Dr. Afrim in Skopje, Macedonia, describes how his clinic has evolved from using Planmeca’s intraoral X-ray unit to 3D imaging.

“My commitment to Planmeca began already twenty years ago. As a newly graduated stomatology doctor, I founded my first dental clinic near downtown Skopje, the capital of the Republic of Macedonia and the hometown of about 700,000 residents.

As any other professional dentist, I believed that without a proper X-ray unit, I would be blind in my everyday work, and so I got my first X-ray device twenty years ago. As time went by, I decided to expand from intraoral imaging to extraoral panoramic 2D technology. After researching, I chose Planmeca as our strategic partner. That was the turning point in the development of our dental imaging centre and the key element in my future success, because Planmeca 2D panoramic X-ray broadened our clientele to the most prominent dentists in Macedonia.

Today we have a wide range of Planmeca products at our centre, and we use Planmeca exclusively. The Planmeca 2D panoramic X-ray unit produced in 1991 is still in use at our centre, and the images generated with it are highly valued by all our clients.

A year ago, our clinic had another turning point as we decided to expand from 2D to 3D technology. With the help of Planmeca’s Area Export Manager, Mr. Klaus Huhtala, we again chose a Planmeca device – first of all because of our strategic decision to keep the same line of products at our imaging centre, but also because Planmeca had the most cost-effective offer compared to other vendors around the world.

After less than a year of use, I am glad to say that Planmeca ProMax® 3D Mid goes beyond my most optimistic expectations. It gives such a wide range of possibilities that although my colleagues and I always try to use our creativity to the maximum, I still strongly believe that all the possibilities of this X-ray will not be exhausted.

The various options that the revolutionary 3D technology offers are simply endless, the range of clients has widened and we offer services not only for dentists, but also to other fields such as maxillofacial surgery and otorhinolaryngology. In the meantime, we have built well-functioning relationships with the most prominent radiology specialists in the region. Furthermore, our neighbouring countries in the Balkan region have expressed their interest in our 3D X-ray services as well.

It is new technology and our mission is to spread the understanding of 3D technology to all the dentists in our region. The outputs of Planmeca ProMax 3D Mid are still unknown to most dentists, maxillofacial surgeons and orthodontists. However, the interest is increasing day by day, and our clients and partners are becoming more familiar with the new world of 3D technology.

It will take a long time until the new 3D technology is completely exhausted, as the options are simply endless.”

Planmeca Group awarded as financial Achiever 2013

Planmeca Group has been granted an Achiever 2013 status for its financial performance by Finland’s largest financial newspaper, Kauppalehti.

Companies receiving the Achiever certification are stable businesses with solid growth, good financial results and profitability, a strong financial structure and liquidity to ensure continued operation.

A comparison of these key indicators has put Planmeca, one of the world’s leading dental equipment manufacturers, in the top tier of Finnish companies. The comparison was made on the basis of financial statement data from January 2013.

“We are proud to have received this status achieved by hard and innovative work, commitment and cooperation. We are also looking forward to yet another year of growth and new innovations”, says Heikki Kyöstilä, President of Planmeca Group.

Planmeca Group’s budgeted turnover for 2014 is EUR 800 million. The Group has recently made a significant strategic investment in CAD/CAM technology by investing in the U.S.-based medical device company, E4D Technologies. The venture establishes a new strategic partnership between the companies and will further strengthen Planmeca’s position in the dental equipment and software business.

ICD Middle East Presidency handover ceremony

The Middle East Section of the International College of Dentists held a Presidency handover ceremony in Dubai on 4 February 2014. The ceremony, held for the first time outside of Lebanon, was sponsored by Planmeca’s Saudi Arabian distributor CARE & Planning for Hospitals Co. Ltd. President Riad Bacha handed over the presidency medal to President Ali Abuhaideb. The ceremony was followed by a banquet, with the chance to exchange ideas and network.
Planmeca products are presented locally by distributors near you. Find your local dealer: www.planmeca.com